
 

Torah Mantle Measuring Sheet 
Please fill out one sheet for each torah mantle. 

 

If ordering multiple torah covers, please label each torah with a number, and note each number 

on its matching Torah Mantle Measuring Sheet. 

 

Torah Mantle # ____________ 

 

Synagogue: ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Measuring directions: 

Remove the torah cover and silver ornaments. Close the torah’s disks together.  

 

If you received a paper template: 

Place the enclosed template that you received in the mail over the torah’s 

handles. Paper template should cover both disks of the torah. 

 

In lieu of a template, or if the template does not fit: 

Measure the diameter of each disk (A), and the overall distance across the two 

disks (B), from one outer edge to the other disk's outer edge. Then measure 

from the center of one spindle to the center of the other spindle (C). 

 

Measuring the length: If you are happy with the length of the existing mantle, 

measure it. If not, take off the existing mantle, and measure from the top of the 

upper disk to the bottom of the lowest disk (D). Then add from ½” to 1”, based 

on your preference for how much you would like the mantle to hang down, 

covering the bottom disks. Keep in mind that “finished length” is a subjective 

opinion. Feel free to adjust the length to your taste (eg, if you require different-

sized torahs to look like they line up and appear to be the same length, you will 

need to adjust for that, and inform us). 

 

Mantle Info: 

 Did the template fit?     Yes □       No □ 

If the template did not fit, an additional charge of $125 will be added to your order to cover the cost of 

making a new template and a custom wooden oval. 

 

 If “No,” please write measurements: 

  Diameter of disk (A): _____________________________________________ 

  Overall distance across the two disks (B): _____________________________ 

  Distance from center to center of handles (C): __________________________ 

 

Finished length: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Dedication: ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 


